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OUR FOOD WASTE
REDUCTION JOURNEY
by Veronika Pountcheva, Senior Vice President Global Corporate Responsibility

As a global leader in food wholesale and
distribution, we are uniquely positioned to
move the needle towards eliminating food loss
and waste. Although we acknowledge that
most losses and waste arise at the beginning
and the end of the food value chain, we also
know that our leverage and influence at all
stages of the value chain is a potential game
changer. We – along with our partners in this
effort – are therefore committed to deploying
our full capability to bring positive change by
reducing – and indeed, why not eliminating –
food loss and waste in our food value chain.

Food waste at METRO
At METRO, we have been focusing on reducing
food waste in our own operations as part of our
day-to-day business since our early days. From
2016 onwards, and through our involvement
in the Consumer Goods Forum and World
Resources Institute, this practice has been
transformed into a target and subsequent
action plan: to reduce our food loss and waste
by 50% by 2025, to be part of the 10x20x30
initiative and to demonstrate our progress via
public and transparent reporting following the
Food Loss & Waste Protocol.
Although our reduction target is focused on our
own operations, we are working on involving
and influencing our full value chain – from our
suppliers via the 10x20x30 initiative and other
smaller projects to our customers, by sharing
tips and practical advice on how to reduce their
food waste in their own operations.

This report
Transparent and credible reporting is crucial
when it comes to tackling food loss and waste.
We have been working on our reporting since
2015, notably on data quality and availability.
As we are now almost halfway to our 2025
target (since 2017, our reduction baseline), we
have decided to present a summary of our
achievements, performance and case studies to
you and describe what the rest of the journey
towards achieving our target will look like.

Enjoy the ride – let’s do this!
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OUR FOOD WASTE
TARGETS
We have set a target to reduce food waste in
our own operations (stores and warehouses) by
50% by 2025, in line with the Consumer Goods
Forum Resolution.
Our baseline for this target is the year 2018
(FY 2017/18). This means that in 2025 we want
to produce no more than 5.7 kg of food waste
for each square metre of our selling and delivery
space (compared to our FY 2017/18 output of
11.3 kg/m2 of selling and delivery space).
The target applies to all countries and entities
of METRO AG as they stand at the time of
target maturity in 2025 (current output and
target projection for METRO AG, status as at
FY 2020/21).

11.32 kg/m²

The baseline and why we use it
5.66kg/m²

Reduce food waste in
our own operations by

2025
FY 2017/18
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Delivering
on our targets
Our strategic approach to food waste reduction
is based on 5 pillars. Although we are primarily
engaged with the pillars that focus on our own
operations (Reporting, Solutions, Partners &
Customers), we leverage every opportunity to
maximise the impact on our upstream supply
chain and to engage with stakeholders on an
ongoing basis. Below is an overview of our
strategic approach.

Food waste
solutions

Food waste
reporting
We publicly set
ambitious food loss
and waste targets and
objectives. We monitor,
manage and report on
targets using credible
standards (such as the
Food Loss & Waste
Protocol) and robust
reporting processes
to enable data-driven
decisions.

We explore, test and
implement the latest
technological solutions to
help us achieve our food
loss and waste targets and
objectives. We continuously
assess how good a fit
these solutions are for our
business and scale or adjust
them as required.

Partners and
customers

FOOD WASTE
REDUCTION
STRATEGY

Upstream
supply chain
We tackle food loss and
waste in collaboration
with our suppliers by
monitoring and sharing
best practice and by
encouraging knowledge
sharing.

We encourage our
partners to address
food loss and waste in
their own operations by
sharing our knowledge
and experience, and we
provide guidance when
relevant.

Stakeholder
engagement
We actively seek, foster
and promote dialogue
and partnerships across
the entire food value
chain so that we can
influence issues around
food loss and waste
beyond company
borders.
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FOOD WASTE
REDUCTION
Our progress against targets

-15.3%

Adjusted performance

vs baseline

(kg per m2 of selling and delivery space)

11.3

11.3

10.4

9.6

Absolute performance
(tonnes)

In absolute terms, we produced 47,309 tonnes
of food waste in FY 2020/21, which represents a
reduction of -11% from the 53,195 tonnes of food
waste produced in FY 2017/18.

FY
2017/18

FY
2018/19

FY
2019/20

FY
2020/21

In FY 2020/21 we produced 9.6 kg of food
waste per m² of selling and delivery space,
which represents an adjusted reduction of
15.3% against the FY 2017/18 baseline. This
performance puts us well on track to achieve
our 50% reduction target in 2025.

Food donations
14,383.4 t

FY
2017/18
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15,380.2 t

FY
2018/19

19,227.7 t
16,546.5 t

FY
2019/20

-11%

vs baseline
53,195 t

54,926 t

FY
2017/18

FY
2018/19

51,958 t

47,309 t

FY
2019/20

FY
2020/21

+34%

vs baseline

FY
2020/21

Food donations are a key mechanism of reducing
food waste for a B2B business like us, as they
redirect food that is still good to consume but would
otherwise end up as waste. Food donations have
a significant impact in our communities: feeding
hungry people in a world where according to the
UN, nearly 690 million people or 8.9 % of the world
population is hungry. We have managed to increase
our food donations by 34% from 14,383.4 tonnes in
FY 2017/18 to 19,227.7 tonnes in FY 2020/21.
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FOOD WASTE
REDUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Partnerships

Our work with the World Resources Institute
and the Consumer Goods Forum
METRO is one of the 10 biggest food traders
in the world and as such we joined the
World Resources Institute’s 10x20x30 initiative
in September 2019 – along with other SDG 12.3
Champions who share the mission to increase
the private sector’s contribution to the global
goal of reducing food loss and waste by 50%
by 2030 by galvanising efforts ‘up’ the supply
chain.
Within the 10x20x30 initiative, and by being
a successful case study for the application of
the ‘Target-Measure-Act’ food waste reduction
approach, each of the ‘10’ food retailers and
providers engages and guides 20 of their top
suppliers to halve their food loss and waste by
2030. We are proud to report that METRO AG,
with the significant contribution of MCC Turkey,
has already recruited 30 suppliers and is driving
its engagement efforts forward.

METRO AG is also an active participant and
contributor within the Consumer Goods
Forum’s Food Waste Coalition, which brings
together the world’s largest food retailers
and manufacturers with the goal of halving
per capita global food loss at the retailer and
consumer levels.
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Partnering with
food banks
METRO collaborates with food banks (e.g. Tafel
Deutschland e. V.) to provide people in need
with food that is still of impeccable quality
despite an approaching best-before date.
Since 2006, METRO AG has supported Tafel
Deutschland e. V. as its main financial sponsor.
This cooperation with the regional food
banks, which pick up surplus food daily at the
company’s 103 wholesale stores in Germany,
has been in place for over 25 years in some
cases. It further serves as a role model for many
METRO countries. We are currently partnering
with food banks in 23 countries.
We are also steadily expanding the
collaboration on an international scale and
partner with the European Food Banks
Federation (Fédération Européenne des
Banques Alimentaires, FEBA).

We are currently partnering
with food banks in
Regional food banks
pick up surplus food
daily at the company’s

103

wholesale stores
in Germany
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23

countries
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Too Good To Go
We have been working together with Too Good
To Go since 2019. Too Good To Go is a social
impact company and certified B Corp that
aspires to achieve a planet with no food waste.
It works across 5 pillars: businesses, public
affairs, schools, households and its marketplace.
Too Good To Go works via an app that connects
businesses which have surplus food at the end
of the day with users who want to purchase it
at a discount price, offering a win-win-win for
businesses, planet and people. The company
operates today in 17 countries, with over
185,000 partners and +50m users. It has 
saved a total of more than 120,000,000 meals
since it was founded.

647,500 kg CO2e

saved – equivalent to 636 flights from
Düsseldorf to NYC!

259,000

Together with Too Good To Go, we aim to
inspire and empower everyone to join forces
in fighting food waste.
In terms of direct impact, 49 METRO/MAKRO
stores in 4 markets, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Austria and Portugal, have collectively reduced
waste in their own store operations.

Meals saved from
going to waste
0
4/2019

10/2020

2/2022

Since the beginning of our partnership, we have
saved more than 259,000 meals from going to
waste. This is, on average, around 11 tonnes of
food prevented from being thrown away per
month, or 647,500 kg CO2e saved – equivalent
to 636 flights from Düsseldorf to NYC!

290

of METRO’s customers
are fighting food
waste and selling their
surplus food too!

92 Portugal
31 Italy
6 Belgium

161 France

Too Good To Go and METRO are also working
to drive indirect impact by inspiring METRO’s
own customers to reduce food waste in
their operations. We now have 290 METRO
customers, from France, Portugal, Italy and
Belgium, fighting food waste in their own
operations via the Too Good To Go platform.
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Technological
solutions
Leveraging the latest technological solutions
to tackle food waste in our operations is a
distinct pillar of our strategic approach. We
test solutions primarily at country level as we
understand the need for tailored, regional
approaches to drive impactful reduction
strategies.
We partner with start-ups and innovative
solutions to tackle different root causes of food
waste. See below for 2 examples, Wasteless and
Whole Surplus.
METRO has been a partner of Whole Surplus
in Turkey since 2018. Whole Surplus offers a
holistic digital solution for managing food waste
inventory based on real-time data analytics – on
top of a unique marketplace for redistribution
and donation. The challenge in Turkey was that
up to 80% of unsold food ended up in landfill.
By using the Whole Surplus digital marketplace,
stores could give unsold food to food banks,
social institutions and animal shelters or use
it for animal feed production. In addition, the
platform’s data analysis function allowed stores
to quantify and monitor food waste in real time,
enabling them to implement targeted measures
to further improve their operations towards
reducing food waste.
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Wasteless technology was first integrated in
METRO’s POS system in Poland in 2021. It brings
optimisation to the pricing of perishables, using
a proprietary AI-driven markdown engine to
set prices automatically. By offering attractive
and transparent markdowns that integrate
seamlessly in stores, Wasteless helps avoid
food waste while saving consumers money
by incentivising greener shopping habits.
The technology has been shown to reduce
food waste by at least 40%. The company
has confidence that this number will climb to
80% with further refinements of the system,
including the development of the AI engine’s
capabilities (reinforcement learning).
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Food waste data 2017–2021
Financial
Year
Food waste, total (t)

FY
2017/18

FY
2018/19

FY
2019/20

FY
2020/21

53,194.7

54,926.3

51,957.9

47,309.0

11.32

11.34

10.43

9.59

Food waste, adjusted
(per m²)

FOOD WASTE SOURCES
Food waste with packaging
(t)

27,626.4

35,440.6

19,255.2

15,544.3

Food waste w/o packaging
(t)

18,999.6

10,768.7

8,562.2

9,855.0

Meat and bones
(t)

2,998.5

4,940.3

4,294.7

3,960.8

Unknown/unregistered
(t)

3,570.2

3,776.7

19,845.8

17,948.9

FOOD WASTE DESTINATIONS
Food waste to composting
(t)

17,348.8

9,056.6

5,317.9

5,380.0

2,723.0

11,056.9

11,409.6

8,432.7

9,904.6

11,966.6

3,602.1

1,230.3

Food waste to recycling
(t)

8,071.9

6,671.5

1,788.4

1,037.1

Food waste to special waste
treatment (t)

9,526.5

11,101.3

9,087.2

9,720.2

127.4

144.7

172.9

163.6

5,492.4

4,928.7

20,579.8

21,345.0

Food waste to energy recovery
(t)
Food waste to landfill
(t)

Food waste w/o energy
recovery (t)
Unknown/unregistered
(t)

FOOD DONATIONS (FOOD BANKS OR SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS)
Food donations, quantity
(t)
Food donations, value
(€)

14,383.3

15,380.2

16,546.5

19,227.7

33,694,347

36,222,763

36,891,985

45,997,894

FOOD RESELLING (TOO GOOD TO GO APP)
Meals saved
(# of TGTG ‘Magic Bags’)

n/a

13,901

75,727

192,165

GHG emissions saved
(kg CO2e)

n/a

34,752.5

189,317.5

480,412.5

General notes on data
FY runs from October to September.
Numbers in the table refer to 23 METRO entities, including FSD companies and METRO Group Logistics (MGL).
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Croatia have been excluded from this reporting cycle due to data quality challenges. They will be included in the next reporting
cycle once these challenges are resolved.
Data coverage represents 94% of METRO AG business (per m² of sales and delivery space) as in FY end 2021.
At the beginning of financial year 2021/22 METRO exited the country operations of METRO Japan, METRO Myanmar and CFF Philippines. Although these
countries remain within METRO’s until final liquidation, data for most categories were not provided since these countries were under a closure status during
preparation of this questionnaire.
Notes on food waste data
Adjusted values are per m² of sales and delivery space. This is the same adjustment used for the calculation of METRO AG carbon emissions.
Breakdown of categories (sources and destinations) is aligned with Food Loss & Waste Protocol requirements.
Notes on food donations data
Food donations volume data is not always available. In this case, the available average price per kilogram for the most comparable country/countries is used.
Notes on Too Good To Go data
Too Good To Go data is provided by Too Good To Go.
1 TGTG Magic Bag = 1 meal = 1 kg = 2.5 kg CO2e emissions.
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